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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a novel image search system, image search
by concept map. This system enables users to indicate not only
what semantic concepts are expected to appear but also how these
concepts are spatially distributed in the desired images. To this
end, we propose a new image search interface to enable users to
formulate a query, called concept map, by intuitively typing textual
queries in a blank canvas to indicate the desired spatial positions of
the concepts. In the ranking process, by interpreting each textual
concept as a set of representative visual instances, the concept map
query is translated into a visual instance map, which is then used to
evaluate the relevance of the image in the database. Experimental
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed system.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content Analysis
and Indexing; H.3.5 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: On-
line Information Services

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation, Performance

Keywords
image search, concept map

1. INTRODUCTION
Digital image is nowadays the second most prevalent media in

the Web only after text. Image search engines play an important
role in enabling people to easily access to the desired images. A
variety of search interfaces have been employed to let users sub-
mit the query in various forms, e.g., textual input, image input, and
painting based input, to indicate the search goal. To facilitate im-
age search, query formulation is required not only to be convenient
and effective for users to indicate the search goal clearly, but also to
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be easily interpreted by image search engines. Therefore, recently
more and more research attention has been paid on search interface
design [26, 4, 15, 18, 23] in developing image search engines. In
this paper, we focus on designing a new image search system to
address a specific kind of image search scenario: the user concerns
not only the presence but also the spatial distribution of the speci-
fied semantic concepts. An example is illustrated in Fig. 1, where
the user wants to “find the images containing a butterfly on the top-
left of a flower”. Such image search intention concerning the spatial
distribution of concepts, which is called concept layout hereafter, is
common when people try to visually convey ideas, such as making
illustration for a slide show.

Existing commercial image search engines, e.g., Google image
search [10] and Microsoft Bing image search [16], provide a textbox
for users to type one or more keywords to indicate the search goal.
Then the text-based search technique is adopted to match the tex-
tual query with the textual metadata associated with images. This
type of search interface is easy to use. However, besides the lim-
itation that the associated texts may not reveal the image content,
it is not easy to perform image search with the requirement on the
concept layout. The search results by “butterfly flower”, as shown
in Fig. 1, do not come up to expectation (only two relevant images
in top ten images). Adding the spatial description, “on the top-left
of”, to the query will not improve the search results, since such
spatial description rarely appears in the metadata of Web images.

Conventional content-based image retrieval techniques [12] usu-
ally require users to input a visual query, e.g., an example image
or a painted sketch, to indicate the desired visual content, such as
shape or color distribution [20, 7, 22]. Then visual features ex-
tracted from the visual query are used to match with the images in
the database. Such system is often inconvenient to use because the
users have to submit an image that may not be available at hand, or
paint a sketch that may not be easy to precisely indicate the search
goal. Besides, such techniques suffer from at least two drawbacks:
visually similar images may have different semantic contents; vi-
sual query has limited capability to represent the semantic search
goal, since same semantic content may have different visual ap-
pearances. Therefore, content-based image search techniques are
difficult to handle the image search task in Fig. 1. This is in line
with the unsatisfactory search results by visual queries in Fig. 1.

Recently, some efforts have been made to take advantage of both
textual queries and visual queries. The “show similar images” fea-
ture of Microsoft Bing image search enables users to pick an image
as the example image from the search results of a textual query,
and then promote the visually similar images. Another investiga-
tion was conducted by painting color strokes to indicate the desired
spatial distribution of colors and promoting the images satisfying
the color distribution from the search results of a textual query [21].
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Figure 1: Illustration of four types of image search schemes: text-based image search, “show similar images” of Microsoft Bing
image search, sketch-based image search, and our approach. The user’s search intention is “finding the images containing a butterfly
on the top-left of a flower”. The images accord with the search intention are highlighted in red boxes.

These techniques may, to some extent, help users to find the images
that satisfy some specific semantic and visual requirements, but still
suffer from the drawback that the search intention concerning the
concept layout is difficult to indicate. The search results of “show
similar image” are shown in Fig. 1. Selecting a good example im-
age that exactly accords with the search intention does not improve
the search results significantly.

In this paper, we propose a novel image search system, which
presents a novel interface to enable users to intuitively indicate the
search goal by formulating the query in a visual manner, i.e., ex-
plicitly indicating where the concepts should appear. This new
interface is very intuitive and only requires users to type textual
queries at the arbitrary positions of a blank canvas to formulate the
query, which is called concept map in this paper. Compared with
the traditional textual query, the concept map query allows users to
indicate not only what concepts should appear in the desired im-
ages, but also where these concepts should appear. Compared with
the visual query, the concept map query allows users to semanti-
cally indicate the search goal rather than submitting an image or
a sketch that cannot convey the clear semantic intention. We have
previously demonstrated an early version of our system [22]. In
this paper, we report on extensions, technical details and experi-
mental analysis of the system. Fig. 1 shows a concept map and the
corresponding search results of the proposed system, in which most
retrieved images accord with the search intention.

Technically, it becomes possible to compute the relevance of an
image according to the user’s spatial intention, since desired spa-
tial distribution of concepts is visually expressed by a concept map
query in an explicit manner. We introduce an effective scheme to
translate a concept map to a visual instance map, which represents
each concept as a set of visual instances exploiting the techniques
of text-based image search and representative image selection. The
visual instance map is then used to evaluate the relevance of the im-
age in the database. Besides, we present an interactive tool to allow
users to select a few visual examples to assist to visually specify
what a concept looks like. Experiments demonstrate the effective-
ness of the proposed image search system, including the new query
formulation interface and the relevance evaluation scheme.

In summary, the key contributions of this paper are as follows: 1)
We present a novel image search system to enable users to search
images with the requirement on the spatial distribution of semantic

concepts. 2) We propose a novel image search interface to enable
users to intuitively input a so-called concept map by typing textual
queries in a blank canvas to indicate what concepts should be in-
cluded and where they should appear in the desired images. 3) We
introduce an effective technique to translate the concept map into
visual instance map, and a robust scheme to evaluate the relevance
of an image with the visual instance map.

2. RELATED WORK
The image search intention concerning the spatial layout has

been investigated in the previous works [20, 7]. The VisualSEEk
system presented in [20] uses joint color/spatial queries to perform
image search. The users are allowed to freely draw color strokes in
a canvas to indicate the desired color and spatial position of visual
content in the desired images. A similar idea is explored in [7],
only that, instead of color, the desired shape and spatial position
of the visual content is considered. These works concern for the
search intention of the spatial layout of visual content from the per-
spective of the low level signal similarity. In contrast, the proposed
system concerns for the search intention of the layout of semantic
concepts, that is, what expected to appear in a specific position of
the desired images is defined by a semantic keyword but not partic-
ular color or sketch.

Zavesky and Chang propose an image search scheme called CuZero
in [25]. It adopts a concept navigation map to assist users to view
the image search results. Note that the concept navigation map in
this work is distinct from our concept map, because concept naviga-
tion map is a tool for users to straightforwardly select the weights
of the concepts to generate a weighted textual query, thus it has
nothing to do with the spatial distribution of the concepts in the
desired images.

Even more recently, Chen et al. propose a novel system called
Sketch2Photo in [3] to synthesize an image by drawing some sketches
in a blank canvas and defining each sketch with a keyword. As-
sisted by the keyword, it is able to find the visual object matched
with the input sketch more accurately from the Web, and thus syn-
thesize a more satisfactory image. Our proposed system differs
from this work at least in two aspects. First, our goal is to search
for the existing images but not synthesize a new one. Second, the
Sketch2Photo system requires users to input some sketches and
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Figure 2: User interface of the proposed system.

generate the image by matching these sketches, while our system
does not require users to draw sketch to describe the shape of the
concept but focuses on the spatial relation of the concepts.

3. OVERVIEW
The snapshot of the user interface of the proposed system is

shown in Fig. 2. To perform image search, the user first formulates
a concept map query, by typing one or more keywords (concepts)
in query formulation canvas. As the example in Fig. 2, the concept
map consists of three concepts, “sky”, “house” and “lawn”, which
are expected to appear from top to bottom. After submitting the
query, the system returns a list of images according to their rele-
vances with the query, shown in search result panel. We also find
that in some cases it may be insufficient to merely use a textual
keyword to indicate a desired concept, and hence provide an ad-
vanced tool, called visual assistor, to allow the user to select a few
visual examples to assist to visually specify or narrow down what
the desired concept looks like. The user may click advanced func-
tion button to popup the visual assistor window. For each concept,
a set of visual examples are presented, as shown in Fig. 2. The user
may select the examples that are visually close to what are desired.

To evaluate the relevance of an image in the database with the
concept map, we propose to transform the concept map to the vi-
sual instance map, which replaces each keyword with a set of visual
instances and generates a probabilistic map, by estimating the spa-
tial intention, to tolerate the roughness of the input spatial position
in the concept map. A layout-sensitive relevance evaluation scheme
is then used to compare the visual instance map with the images in
the database.

4. APPROACH

4.1 Query Formulation
The procedure of formulating a concept map query is not only

convenient, as it only requires the user to simply select a position
and type textual keywords, but also intuitive, since the user can
express the spatial intention in a visually straightforward manner.
To make the interface even more user-friendly, a series of intuitive
manipulations are supported to let the user formulate and edit the
query more easily, i.e., the user may delete or edit an existing key-
word, or modify the position of a concept by dragging the corre-
sponding keyword.
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Figure 3: The flowchart of concept map translation. A concept
map with two concepts “butterfly” and “flower” is used as the
example input.

In practice, besides the positions of the concepts, the user may
also care about the sizes of the concepts, i.e., the sizes of the regions
occupied by the concepts. Therefore, a rectangle is associated with
each keyword to indicate the influence scope of the keyword, i.e.,
the scope of the spatial distribution of the corresponding concept.
Once a keyword has been input, a rectangle with the default size,
one-ninth of the size of the query formulation canvas, is assigned to
it. Our interface allows the user to explicitly specify the influence
scope of a keyword by stretching the corresponding rectangle. The
rectangle is visible around a keyword for editing when the user
moves the mouse over the keyword.

4.2 Concept Map Translation
Relevance evaluation will be straightforward if the images in the

database are also represented in the form of concept map, i.e., the
information of what concepts appear in the image and where they
appear is available. Recently, a lot of efforts, including human tag-
ging and automatic annotation, have been taken to extract such in-
formation. Flickr [8] provides a feature to let users add notes in lo-
cal regions of the images. The LabelMe project [19] also presents a
tool to users to help manually assign tags to local regions of the im-
ages. The precision of manual annotation may be well guaranteed,
but it has some difficulties in the practical applications since we are
facing Web-scale images and Web-scale concepts. The computer
vision community has tried to investigate automatic techniques [5,
2, 14], which need to collect training images and train a discrim-
inative classifier for each concept, and hence also suffer from the
Web-scale concepts.

Instead, we follow the instance-based classification methodol-
ogy to translate a concept map into a visual instance map, which
encodes both the visual appearance and desired spatial distribution
of each concept in the concept map, and use the visual instance
map to evaluate the relevance of the image in the database. The
flowchart of concept map translation is illustrated in Fig. 3.

4.2.1 Visual Instance Transformation
Existing text-based image search engines are successful if the

textual query is relatively simple, e.g., a single concept without
spatial intention. This means that the search results in some de-
gree can visually represent the concept. On the other hand, the
research in the pattern recognition community has shown that the
instance-based classifier is promising and can obtain competitive
performance with discriminative classifier. These motivate us to
exploit the text-based image search technique to transform the tex-
tual concept to a few visual instances for the subsequent relevance
evaluation.



We first collect a set of images by querying a text-based image
search engine with the keyword of the concept and then adopt the
affinity propagation (AP) algorithm [9] to find the visual instances,
so as to obtain the representative appearances of the concept. AP
has been shown to be effective and efficient to find a set of exem-
plars from a set of images [6]. To reduce the computation cost, we
run AP only for the top ranked images returned by the text-based
image search engine as we found that the main visual appearances
of a concept are almost covered by the top ranked images. In our
implementation, the visual similarities are evaluated on the regions
containing salient objects instead of the entire images. This helps
alleviating the influence of the background. The salient object is
detected offline using the learning based technique [13]. Consider-
ing that small image groups are more likely to be formed of irrele-
vant images, we sort the obtained exemplars in a descending order
of the sizes of their associated image groups, and take the detected
salient objects of the top V exemplars as the visual instances of the
concept. Experimentally, we found our algorithm is to some ex-
tent robust to the quality of the mined visual instances, and feeding
the top 50 images of the text-based image search results to AP is
adequate to guarantee the satisfactory performance.

4.2.2 Spatial Intention Estimation
A concept map includes raw information related to the spatial in-

tention, the position and the influence scope, of each concept. Our
goal here is to estimate the spatial intention and represent it by a
group of spatial distributions, each of which corresponds to a con-
cept. The spatial intention estimation follows two principles: 1) a
concept has larger probability to appear near the specified position;
2) a concept is not expected to appear in the position where another
concept should appear.

We denote a concept map as {(wk, rk)}k=1..K , with wk and rk
being the kth keyword and the associated rectangle respectively,
and K the number of concepts in the concept map. The desired
spatial distribution Dk of concept k is estimated by

Dk(x, y) =

{
Gk(x, y) Gk(x, y) = max

j=1..K
Gj(x, y)

0 otherwise
, (1)

where Gk(x, y) is a 2D Gaussian distribution, with the mean µk =
[xk, yk]

T and the covariance matrix Σk = Diag((θwk)
2, (θhk)

2).
Here, hk, wk and (xk, yk) are height, width and center coordinates
of rectangle rk respectively. The shape of the resulting distribution
is determined by the height and the width of the rectangle. θ is set
to a constant

√
(2 log(2))−1 to make the distribution degrade to a

half near the boundary of the rectangle. The smaller the rectangle
is, the more rapidly the distribution degrades to zero from its center,
indicating the concept is expected to appear within a smaller area.

4.3 Layout Sensitive Relevance Evaluation
In this section, we present the approach to calculate the relevance

of an image with the visual instance map. Two aspects are taken
into consideration during the relevance evaluation: 1) whether each
concept occurs in the image; 2) whether the occurrence is spatially
consistent to user expectation.

4.3.1 Image Representation
We follow the state-of-the-art image representation technique,

and extract a Bag-of-Words (BoW) feature. Rather than building
a global BoW model, we build a partially spatial BoW model,
which will be helpful to compute the spatial occurrences of the
concepts. We divide the image uniformly into n × n cells, and
extract visual features for each cell. An image is thus represented
as {fc}c=1..n×n, where fc denotes a feature vector extracted from

the cell c. In our implementation, each entry fcj in fc is the number
of the associated visual word (e.g., quantized SIFT feature [17] and
color feature) in the corresponding cell. Experimentally we find
n = 9 works well.

Accordingly, we extract visual features to represent the visual in-
stance map with a feature map, {(Fk, Dk)}k. Here Fk = {fkv }v=1..V

is a set of BoW vectors, with each vector corresponding to a visual
instance of concept k.

4.3.2 Relevance Evaluation
The relevance evaluation consists of two main steps: calculating

a relevance score for each concept and combining these relevance
scores to an overall relevance score.

Relevance Evaluation Per Concept
Since a concept is represented as a few visual instances, we re-

duce the problem of estimating a relevance score for a concept to
checking whether there appears a visual instance of the concept at
the expected position in the image.

For a visual instance v of concept k, we first compute an oc-
currence map Ok

v = [okv1, · · · , okvc, · · · , okvn2 ]
T by calculating the

similarity between v and each cell of the image:

okvc = sim(fkv , fc) =
∑

j
min(fk

vj , fcj). (2)

This similarity measure is similar to histogram intersection. The
slight difference is that the BoW vectors are not normalized be-
cause we do not aim to check whether the concept appears in a
single cell, but aim to inspect how much part of the concept ap-
pears in the cell by counting how many common visual words they
share.

Appearance consistency: Given the occurrence map Ok
v , we

evaluate the appearance consistency, i.e., the degree that visual in-
stance v appears in the image, as αk

v1 =
∑

c o
k
vc, which can be

viewed as the count of common visual words of visual instance v
and the image.

Spatial consistency: In order to check whether the occurrence
of the concept is spatially consistent to user expectation, we com-
pare the spatial distribution of visual instance v in the image, which
is approximated by the normalized occurrence map Õk

v , with the
desired spatial distribution of the concept k, say Dk. The spatial
consistency, denoted as αk

v2, is calculated as:

αk
v2 =

∑
c
sign(dkc )min(|dkc |, õkvc), (3)

õkvc =
okvc∑
c′ o

k
vc′

, (4)

dkc =

{ 1
z1
(Dk(xc, yc)− ω) Dk(xc, yc) ≥ ω

ρ
z2
(Dk(xc, yc)− ω) otherwise , (5)

where (xc, yc) is the center coordinates of cell c. ω and ρ con-
trol the degree of penalty to the case that the concept appears at
the position not expected. ω = 1

3
maxx,y Dk(x, y) and ρ = 0.5

in our implementation. z1 and z2 are partition factors to make∑
c:dkc>0 d

k
c = 1 and

∑
c:dkc<0 d

k
c = −ρ. There are two parts

contribute to αk
v2: a positive part by {dkc |dkc > 0}, and a negative

part by {dkc |dkc < 0}. Note that the negative part is introduced
to penalize the inconsistent spatial distribution in a harsher manner
and the degree of penalty is controlled by parameter ρ.

The relevance score for concept k is then calculated by combin-
ing the appearance consistency and spatial consistency of all related
visual instances:

βk = max
v

αk
v1α

k
v2. (6)



Relevance Fusion
Finally, a scalar relevance score of the image is obtained by com-

bining the relevance scores of all the concepts, βββ = {βk}k=1..K .
A fusion function that naively takes the average will overestimates
the images having perfect scores for some concepts but very poor
scores for the others. To take account of every concept, the final rel-
evance score is calculated with a fusion function sensitive to both
the average and the variance of the input vector:

rel = E(βββ)− γ

K

K∑
k=1

|βk − E(βββ)|, (7)

where E(βββ) = 1
K

∑
k βk is the average of the vector. γ is a posi-

tive parameter controls the penalization degree for the input vector
with big variance, which is heuristically set to 0.8 in our imple-
mentation. Given two vectors with the same average, it is straight-
forward that the one with smaller variance will get larger score by
Eqn. (7).

4.4 Advanced Functions
In the proposed system, two advanced functions, influence scope

selection (ISS) and visual example selection (VES), are provided to
assist users to further indicate the search goal.

The user may have a specific spatial intention for a concept, e.g.,
expecting the concept “lawn” to be filled in a long and narrow re-
gion at the bottom of the image. In such a case, the user can indi-
cate the spatial intention in an explicit manner by ISS. Specifically,
ISS associates each keyword with a rectangle and enables the user
to explicitly control the influence scope of a keyword by stretch-
ing the rectangle. The desired spatial distribution for the concept
is then estimated taking account of the shape of the rectangle as
mentioned in Section 4.2.2.

The user may be interested in a particular appearance of a con-
cept, e.g., expecting only yellow flower for the concept “flower”.
In such a case, the user can indicate what the concept looks like
by VES. Specifically, VES assists the user to express the intention
by visual assistor. Candidate visual examples of each concept are
listed in a showcase, as shown in Fig. 2, from which the user can
select the desired ones for a concept. The visual instances of a
concept are then obtained from the selected visual examples.

5. EXPERIMENTS

5.1 Setting
To evaluate the proposed system, we design 42 image search

tasks with the requirement on the concept layout. Fig. 4 illus-
trates some examples of the tasks. Among all the tasks, 22 tasks
involve only a single concept, 16 tasks involve two concepts and
4 tasks involve three concepts. There are totally 33 concepts in
these tasks, which are categorized as follows: 6 scenes (sky, grass,
desert, beach, lawn, fire), 4 landmarks (Pyramid, Sphinx, Great
Wall, Colosseum), 5 cartoon characters (hello kitty, garfield, pooh,
snoopy, teddy bear) and 18 real world objects (polar bear, tiger,
dolphin, seagull, butterfly, panda, bamboo, Christmas tree, tulip,
flower, jeep, car, bicycle, house, windmill, keyboard, mouse, us
flag). The concepts that do not have stable appearance, such as
“rain”, are not supported in our system and handling concepts like
people’s names by introducing face-related features is our future
work.

To perform quantitative evaluation, some volunteers are recruited
to label the ground truth. Given a task, an image is labeled with a
relevance score, according to how well the image accords with the
search intention of the task. To differentiate the relevance degrees,

snoopy

(a)

house

car

(b)

jeep

grass

(c)

sky

windmill

tulip

(d)

Figure 4: Examples of the image search tasks in the experi-
ment. Each task is represented as a concept map (desired sizes
of the concepts are represented by the rectangles) to describe
the desired concept layout.

the relevance score is defined in four levels from level 0 to level
3. Level 3 corresponds to the most relevant (all concepts appear
as expected), and level 0 the least relevant (some concepts missed
or the layout of concepts is quite different from what is expected).
With the ground truth, Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain
(NDCG) [11] is adopted to measure the image search performance.

In our implementation, two kinds of visual features are adopted:
color feature and SIFT feature. For color feature, each pixel is rep-
resented in the HSV color space and quantized into 192 levels. For
SIFT feature, the extracted SIFT features are quantized into visual
words with a visual vocabulary of size 6K in the way of [1]. Given
a concept, we select which feature to use adaptively to measure
the visual similarity, exploiting query classification method in [24].
The image database is dependent on the specific task. Specifically
for a given task, the image database is obtained by querying a text-
based image search engine using the keywords of the task. All pos-
sible combinations of keywords are used as the textual query one
at a time, and the top 500 images in the search results are merged
to form the database.

5.2 Quantitative Search Performance
The text-based image search system is taken as the baseline in

the quantitative comparison. To accomplish a task with a text-based
image search system, the keywords of the task are used to query the
system. Taking the task of Fig. 4(c) as an example, four queries,
“jeep”, “grass”, “jeep grass” and “grass jeep”, can be formulated
to get four different search results. An NDCG score is calculated
for each search result and the best one is taken as the baseline per-
formance for this task. Free-text query, such as “jeep at center and
grass at bottom”, is not adopted in the experiment, since the search
results are too noisy.

We also involve the “show similar image” search in the quanti-
tative comparison. The basic idea of this method is to pick an ex-
ample image from the search results of the text-based image search
system to rerank the initial search results. To accomplish a given
task, we collect the most relevant images of the task from the top 20
images of the search results of the baseline system, and use them
one at a time as the example image to perform “show similar im-
age” search. The performance is evaluated by averaging the NDCG
scores obtained in all these trials. This setting is to simulate the
searching process in a practical case, i.e., from the top 20 images
displayed in the screen, the user may select one of the most relevant
images she think to conduct “show similar image” search, expect-
ing more relevant images to be returned.

To accomplish a task with the proposed system, we use the con-
cept map of the task as the query, except that we only input the
keywords in the specified positions without explicitly indicating the
influence scopes of the keywords. The other advanced function, vi-
sual example selection, is also disabled.

The performance of each of the three methods is measured by av-
eraging the NDCG scores over all tasks and depicted in Fig. 5(a).
As can be anticipated, the text-based image search system works
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Figure 5: (a) Quantitative comparison of the image search performance for the three different methods. (b) Illustration of the
influence of the number of visual instances V . (c) Illustration of the effectiveness of the advanced function influence scope selection.

poorly, since it is difficult to handle the tasks with the spatial in-
tention. The “show similar image” method gets a good score for
NDCG@1, because the image ranked at the first place is supposed
to be the example image itself, which must be relevant otherwise
the user would not select it as the example image. However, the per-
formance of “show similar image” method drops rapidly along with
growth of the NDCG depth. It is not difficult to explain, since visu-
ally similar images are not ensured to have the same semantic con-
cepts. The proposed system shows a satisfactory performance. It
outperforms the baseline remarkably in all NDCG depth and is su-
perior to “show similar image” method except of NDCG@1. This
means the search intention is well interpreted by the proposed sys-
tem through the concept map query.

In Fig. 5(b), we show the influence of parameter V , which is the
number of visual instances selected for each concept. As can be
seen, the performance peaks at the medium values, say V = 6 and
V = 9. We explain this as follows. When the number of visual in-
stances is too small, the various appearance of a concept cannot be
covered, so that many relevant images in the database are not found.
When the number of visual instances is too large, a certain number
of noisy visual instances irrelevant to the concept are selected, so
that many irrelevant images are mistakenly ranked high. This ex-
periment shows that setting parameter V = 6 is a good tradeoff
between the search performance and computation cost. The exper-
iments in this section all adopt V = 6.

5.3 Visual Results
In this subsection, we present some visual results to visually

demonstrate the advance of the proposed system. In Fig. 6, we
compare the search results by different methods for the 3 tasks re-
lated to the concept “snoopy”: “snoopy at left”, “snoopy at right”
and “snoopy at top”. The text-based image search system uses the
same query for the 3 tasks (free-text query like “snoopy at left” is
not considered in the experiment) and produces the identical search
results (Fig. 6(a)). Since it has no sense of the desired layout of the
concepts in the task, the position of snoopy is quite inconsistent
in the search results. The search results of “show similar image”
for the task “snoopy at right” is depicted in Fig. 6(b). The image
ranked at the first place is the example image used to perform the
search. Observed from the search results, this method ranks the
images mainly according to the color similarity, which mistakenly
interprets the search intention. In Figs. 6(c), 6(d), 6(e), we show
the concept maps adopted for accomplishing the 3 tasks and the
corresponding search results of the proposed system. Clear spatial
correspondence of the concept “snoopy” between the input concept
map and the retrieved images can be observed. We also illustrate
the mined visual instances for the concept “snoopy” in Fig. 6(f).
Note that not all the visual instances perfectly represent the appear-

ance of “snoopy”. The third visual instance is the back of snoopy
and the fifth is a dog which has nothing to do with snoopy. This
justifies that our algorithm can produce satisfactory search results
in the presence of imperfect visual instances, which relaxes the re-
quirement of the accuracy of the algorithm for visual instance trans-
formation.

More visual results for the tasks involving multiple concepts are
illustrated in Fig. 7. The demonstrated search results of the text-
based image search system is the best one selected from the set
of the search results, which is obtained using all the possible key-
word combinations as query one at a time. The proposed system
produces much better results compared with baseline method. For
example, for the task of “finding a jeep at center and grass at bot-
tom” (Fig. 4(c)), only one desired image can be found using the
text-based search system, while 8 of top 10 images in the search
results accord with the search intention using the proposed system.

5.4 Evaluation of Advanced Functions
In this subsection, we evaluate the effectiveness of the advanced

functions provided in the proposed system: influence scope selec-
tion (ISS) and visual example selection (VES).

We first perform an experiment to evaluate ISS quantitatively
using our image search tasks. To accomplish a task, we use the
concept map of the task as the query, indicating explicitly the influ-
ence scopes of the keywords this time. The other advanced feature,
visual example selection, is still disabled. Fig. 5(c) shows the per-
formance of the proposed system with ISS enabled, together with
the initial results with both advanced functions disabled. We can
see that the performance is improved considerably by enabling ISS.
This shows that the proposed system can well interpret the indica-
tion of the influence scopes of the keywords.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of VES and ISS with a few vi-
sual examples in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. In Fig. 8, we show two search
results for the task of “finding a jeep at the center” together with
the selected visual examples for the concept “jeep”. It is obvious
that the search results are influenced by selecting different visual
examples for the concept. The jeeps in front view are retrieved by
selecting three front view visual examples, while the jeeps in side
view are retrieved by selecting three side view visual examples. In
Fig. 9, we show two concept maps with the same keywords but
different rectangles, indicating the different spatial distributions of
the concept “windmill” are desired. The search results satisfacto-
rily reflect such search intention.

5.5 User Study
A user study with 20 participants is performed to justify our sys-

tem. The participants taking part in the experiments are college
students from nearby universities, and all have the experience of
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Figure 6: Visual results for the image search tasks related to the concept “snoopy”. (a) shows the top 10 images in the search results
of the text-based image search system using textual query “snoopy”. (b) shows the top 10 images returned by “show similar image”
for the task “snoopy at right”. (c,d,e) are the three concept maps (the rectangle reflecting the influence scope of the keyword is with
default size and not displayed) and the corresponding search results of the proposed system. (f) shows the mined visual instances of
“snoopy” (in greed boxes). The relevant images are highlighted in red boxes.
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Figure 8: Illustration of the effectiveness of visual example se-
lection. (a) and (c) show two different sets of visual examples
selected for the concept “jeep”, indicating to find a jeep in side
view and a jeep in front view respectively. (b) and (d) are the
search results corresponding to (a) and (c) respectively, using
the same concept map query.

using image search engines. After a brief introduction of our sys-
tem, they are asked to try our system for a few minutes and then fill
a questionnaire.

To the question “have you ever had any image search intention
concerning the concept layout?”, 20% of respondents replied with
“yes” and 50% of respondents replied with “no, but probably in
the future”. It shows there are a certain amount of image search
intentions concern about the concept layout. Moreover, several re-
spondents gave us the concrete examples that they think the sys-
tem may help them: “It is useful for me to search a wallpaper
that Michael Jordan appears at the right of the picture.” “I was
searching for an interesting picture that I saw before to share with
my friends. I remembered there is a cute bear lying at the bottom
of the picture, but failed to find it by the search engines with the
textbox interface. It should be much easier to search it using this
interface.” In summary, the user study justifies that the proposed
image search system, which handles specifically the image search

windmill
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windmill
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(c) (d)

Figure 9: Illustration of the effectiveness of influence scope se-
lection. (a) and (c) show two concept maps with the same con-
cepts but different influence scopes for the concept “windmill”,
indicating to find a big windmill and a small windmill respec-
tively. (b) and (d) are the search results obtained by (a) and (c)
respectively.

intentions concerning the concept layout, is meaningful in practical
use.

6. CONCLUSION
We have presented a novel image search system to enable users

to search images with the particular requirement on the concept
layout. A new formulation of image search query called concept
map is introduced so that the user can explicitly indicate not only
the desired concepts but also the expected layout of the concepts in
the desired images. In the implementation, a concept map is first
translated into a visual instance map by mining visual instances for
each concept from the Web and estimating the spatial intention con-
cerning the concept layout. The relevance of an image is evaluated
by comparing the visual instance map with the image. Experiments
demonstrate that the proposed system is effective to handle the par-
ticular kind of image search tasks.
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Figure 7: Visual results for the image search tasks involving multiple concepts. The left column shows the search results of the text-
based image search system. The middle column shows the concept maps for the tasks (the rectangles reflecting the influence scopes
of the keywords are all with default size and not displayed). The right column shows the search results of the proposed system. The
relevant images are highlighted in red boxes.
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